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What are Projects in Business Analyst?

- Content management structure
- Helps your store, organize, and share content
How Projects Help You

Easily Access Your Content Across the BA System
How Projects Help You

Consume sites, layers, maps, and more seamlessly across the ArcGIS platform

(e.g. StoryMaps, Collector, ArcGIS Portals, Developer APIs, and more)
How Projects Help You

Include Pictures, Notes, and More Information to Sites
How Projects Help You

Find and access map layers, competitors or companion sites, color-coded maps, web maps, and reports more easily.
Questions?
Please Take Our Survey on the Esri Events App!

1. Download the Esri Events app and find your event
2. Select the session you attended
3. Scroll down to find the survey
4. Complete Answers and Select “Submit”